University of Valladolid
Did you know that...?

- 4 campuses
- 70 degree courses
- 9 double degrees
- +60 official master's courses
- 29 doctoral programmes
- +200 ongoing training courses
- 28,000 students study at the UVa each year
- 180 recognised research groups
- 5 halls of residence and university apartments
- 1 Science Park
- Adapted facilities
- WiFi on all the campuses
- 24 faculties and technical schools
Did you know that ...?

Sports

Keep in shape and meet other students by joining a team, taking lessons and participating in tournaments offered by the UVa Sports Service. There are lots of opportunities for you to join in.

- Aerobics/Step/Aerobox - UVa Running Circuit
- Latin dance and ballroom dancing - Self-defence
- University riding - Runners' school
- Fencing - Contemporary Flamenco
- G.A.P. - Gym for the back
- University Cycling Group (G.U.C.)
- University Mountaineering Group (G.U.M.)
- Swimming - Nin Jutsu - Pilates
- Paddle tennis and university tennis
- Rescue and life-saving - Yoga
- Hiking and nature - Zumba (dance fitness)
- Taekwondo - Tai Chi / Chi Kung

Museum

Around 7,000 grants and scholarships awarded each year

- Financial support for social emergencies
- Canteen allowance - Sports grants
- MECYD General Call, Mobility and Master’s grants
- MECyD Cooperation grants
- UVa grantholders

+18,000 people taking part in cultural activities

- Universijazz - UVa Summer Festival
- The UVa Day of the Book

90,000 € allocated to the Development Cooperation Fund
Did you know that ...?

- 8 research laboratories
- 16 in-house degrees
- 10 university institutes
- 14 libraries and study areas
- 2,600 teaching staff

Notable alumni:
- JUAN DE HERRERA
- FÉLIX RODRÍGUEZ DE LA FUENTE
- EMILIO BOTÍN
- MIGUEL DELIBES

Inclusive education:
Our goal is to achieve integration and education for all
- INTERGENERATIONAL CO-EXISTENCE - THE OFFICE FOR EQUALITY - DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAMME - SOCIAL INITIATIVES AND HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES - UNIVERSITY SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY - INTEGRATION PROGRAMME FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES AWARENESS-RAISING ACTIVITIES

Advantages of the UVa card
- Bicycle hire service
- Alumni association
  - aaa
  - Set up on 26 February 1998
  - +3,000 members
Experiencing the UVa

INTERNATIONALISATION

The chance to study in 79 countries

873 foreign students at the UVa

411 UVa student internships abroad

721 UVa students studying abroad

1,274 current agreements signed with

500 universities/institutions

International double degrees
Agreements signed with renowned international universities in countries such as: Germany, France, Italy and Japan
EMPLOYABILITY

4 801 internships

6 819 Agreements with enterprises and institutions

4 059 student placements

742 graduate placements

PLUS:
WELCOME AND RECEPTION DAYS - MENTORING PROGRAMME - THEMATIC COMPETITIONS - JOB-SEEKING ADVICE - SPECIALISATION AND DISSEMINATION DAYS - SOCIAL ACTION - STUDENT ASSOCIATIONS - ENTREPRENEURSHIP GUIDANCE - EMPLOYMENT FAIRS - VISITS TO ENTERPRISES - JOB OFFERS - ALUMNI SERVICES
150 students undertaking English training stays abroad

347 examinations for the CCSE

89 examinations for the DELE

3,000 students learning languages at the UVa each year

Nearly 1,900 students from 26 countries

Learn Spanish at the UVa each year

Centre officially recognised by the Cervantes Institute

ENGLISH - FRENCH - GERMAN - ITALIAN - PORTUGUESE - ARABIC - RUSSIAN - CHINESE - JAPANESE - HINDI

At the Language Centre, you can learn languages and get to know other cultures while making new friends from all over the world.
SEGOVIA
Vicerrectorado del Campus Universitario
Plaza de la Universidad, 1 - 40005 Segovia
Tel: +34 921 11 2300 - Fax: +34 921 11 2301
vicerrectorado.segovia@uva.es

VALLADOLID
Vicerrectorado del Campus Universitario
Campus Universitario Duques de Soria - 42004 Soria
Tel: +34 975 12 9213 - Fax: +34 975 12 9201
vicerrectorado.soria@uva.es

PALENCIA
Vicerrectorado del Campus Universitario
Avenida de Madrid, 44 - 34004, Palencia
Tel: +34 979 10 8214 - Fax: +34 979 10 8472
vicerrectorado.palencia@uva.es

SORIA
Universidad de Valladolid

www.uva.es

.... we wait for you